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Abstract: The present and future sight of business material are concentrating on composite material because of its light 

weight and adaptability. In the meantime the composite must be ecofriendly, with the goal that it corrupts effortlessly. Green 

filaments are developing as less cost and its creation has bring down ecological effects in light of its biodegradable attributes. 

Thus the normal fiber fortified common gum network composite is proposed for the same. The point of this paper is to 

deliver Green composite material, where both fiber and network are from the characteristic source. Cashew nutshell pitch and 

manufactured sap as framework and banana filaments, jute strands are utilized and its attributes are examined. A few 

manufacture strategies were endeavored to fuse them in polymeric, common support and portrayal of these new composites, 

factors influencing to the ecological conditions are accounted for. Complexity emerging out amid the preparing of green 

composites and endeavors made to limit these troubles are likewise portrayed. Endeavors to manufacture another green 

composites and evaluating their execution in reasonable application are displayed. In future this work will be reached out by 

dissecting its different mechanical properties. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Composite materials comprise of various constituents with 

at least two chemicals having particular properties. At least 

one spasmodic stages is settled in a constant stage to get 

composite, the broken stage is harder and more grounded 

when contrasted with the persistent stage. The fiber from 

the common source are minimal effort, low thickness and 

have high particular properties when contrasted with the 

engineered. Considering worldwide ecological and social 

concern, high rate of decay for novel ecological approach 

has upheld the exploration for composite materials fortified 

with normally accessible fiber, adjusted with the earth. For 

late years, the utilization of normally accessible fiber as 

fortification in composite material for designing 

applications has been expanded tremendously, support is 

one of the stage in composite material which builds the 

quality of the material, supporting basic load. The natural or 

in natural materials(usually called as lattice or fasteners) 

keeps up the introduction and position of the fortification .  

Composite materials are half and half materials which is 

comprised of a polymer tar fortified by strands, joining the 

high mechanical and physical properties of the filaments  

 

and the appearance, holding together and expanding the 

physical qualities of polymers. The critical parameters of 

bio-degradable polymers are manufactured and normal, 

which are created from feedstock inferred non sustainable 

assets or from natural assets (inexhaustible assets). The 

methodology examined in this report intends to increase the 

value of the products by preparing the strands into alleged 

characteristic fiber composites. Testing factors towards 

biodegradable polymers are expanding step by step because 

of a few worries on overseeing carbon discharges in a 

feasible way.  

For past decades, broad research work have been done on 

the common fiber strengthened composite materials in 

numerous designing applications. Regular strands are 

accessible in plenitude in nature and can be utilized to 

fortify polymers to get light and solid materials. 

Characteristic strands from plants are starting to discover 

their way into business applications, for example, car 

enterprises, family unit applications, and so on [9]. Short 

banana fiber strengthened polyester composite was 

contemplated by Pothan et al. [2], the investigation focused 

on the impact of fiber length and fiber content. The greatest 

elasticity was seen at 30 mm fiber length while most  

http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/aggregate
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extreme effect quality was seen at 40 mm fiber length. Data 

on the use of banana filaments in fortifying polymers is 

constrained in the writing. In powerful mechanical 

examination, Laly et al. [10] have examined banana fiber 

strengthened polyester composites and found that the ideal 

substance of banana fiber is 40%.  

The banana fiber have beenused in this present work which 

is gotten from verkilambi (southern part of Tamil Nadu) 

close Kaniyakumari, India. What's more, cashew nutshell 

fluid is utilized as a one of the network material which is 

gotten from Panurti, Tamil Nadu, India. Aside from banana 

fiber, jute fiber additionally utilized as fortification with 

CNSL gum to think about the holding nature between the 

constituents. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

 

Hand lay-up system is the most established and basic 

procedure for creation of filaments strengthened polymer 

composite materials. This is because of the great 

mechanical properties particularly the weakness properties 

that can be gotten by this strategy. Notwithstanding, as per 

the best information of this paper, no examination was 

accounted for about the creation of jute filaments polymeric 

composites by means of the hand lay-up strategy. The 

ensnared air bubbles are too hard to ever be expelled from 

the jute tangle amid the customary hand lay-up strategy, in 

light of the fact that the jute tangle is generally thick and 

muddled. 

 

2.1. Readiness of Resin with Various Compositions 

 

1. Taking 25 ml of phenol in a measuring glass, at that 

point add50ml of formaldehyde, 5gm of sodium hydroxide 

beds, at that point warming this blend in a warming mantle 

at 40°C and mix it for around 5-10min. after 10mins 

include 40 ml of CNSL with this blend and increment the 

temperature about 50 C and after that blend it again for 

around 20 minutes. Kept it for 2-3 days for curing reason.  

2. Taking 25 ml of phenol in a measuring glass and 

including 50ml of formaldehyde, 5gm of sodium hydroxide 

beds, at that point warming this blend in a warming mantle 

at 40°C and mix it for around 5-10min. after 10mins 

include 40 ml of CNSL with this blend and increment the 

temperature about 50 C and after 10 min of including 

CNSL blend 10g of zinc oxide to it, at that point mix it 

again for about 15 minutes. Kept it for 2-3 days for curing 

reason.  

3. Taking 20g of urea and 50ml water in a measuring 

utencil at that point include 50ml of formaldehyde, 5gm of 

sodium hydroxide beds, at that point warming this blend in 

a warming mantle at 40°C and mix it for around 5-10min. 

after 10mins include 40 ml of CNSL with this blend and 

increment the temperature around 50 C and after that mix it 

again for around 20 minutes. Kept it for 2-3 days for curing 

reason. 

 

Development of GP tar  

 

Take 50ml of GP sap, at that point include 10ml quickening 

agent, 5ml of impetus and blend it. Mixing of characteristic 

gum with manufactured gum:  

Take 50ml of GP sap, at that point include 50ml CNSL tar, 

10ml quickening agent, 5ml of impetus  

 

Fiber treatment  

 

Banana fiber and jute fiber is treated with sodium 

hydroxide in 10liters of water independently. Kept it 24 

hour and dry it under characteristic source. 

 

2.2. Composite Manufacturing Methods 

 

2.2.1. Banana fiber and manufactured sap  

 

Composites were influenced utilizing a Teflon to shape 

estimating 150mm x 150mm x 40mm length, width and 

profundity, individually. A discharging operator was 

showered onto a research center tissue and spread 

uniformly onto the surface of the form. Pitch was poured 

onto each layer of fiber in an arbitrary arrangement to 

guarantee even conveyance of the gum and the system was 

rehashed for each layer of fiber. The layers of the wetted 

filaments in the form were then set at room temperature for 

24hrs.  

 

2.2.2. Jute fiber and Synthetic pitch  

 

Composites were influenced utilizing a Teflon to shape 

estimating 150mm x 150mm x 40mm length, width and 

profundity, individually. A discharging specialist was 

showered onto a research center tissue and spread equally 

onto the surface of the shape. Pitch was poured onto each 

layer of fiber in an arbitrary design to guarantee even 

conveyance of the sap and the system was rehashed for 

each layer of fiber. The layers of the wetted strands in the 

shape were then put at room temperature for 24hrs. 
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2.2.3. Composite with regular fiber and crossover tar  

 

Composites were influenced utilizing a Teflon to form 

estimating 150mmX150mmX40mm length, width and 

profundity, separately. A discharging operator was 

showered onto a lab tissue and spread equitably onto the 

surface of the form. Pitch was poured onto each layer of 

fiber in an arbitrary setup to guarantee even conveyance of 

the sap and the technique was rehashed for each layer of 

fiber. The layers of the wetted strands in the form were then 

put at room temperature for 24hrs. 

 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

Cross breed composite materials were made physically by 

hand lay-up method. The materials made were translated as 

far as variety in the physical properties. 

 

3.1. Banana Fiber with Synthetic Resin 

 

Because of substance constituent variety among 

comparative kinds or diverse sorts of normal fiber, ideal 

medicines like NaOH fixation, time and temperature will 

change the physical nature of every material. The beneath 

figures appears, blemish in physical nature of the material is 

shifting in view of the support utilized. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Composite with banana fiber and synthetic resin 

 

3.2. Jute Fiber with Synthetic Resin 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Composite with Jute fiber and Synthetic Resin 

 

After manufacture process the engineered tar with banana 

fiber brought about a decent shape for influencing 

composites to procedure of curing happens rapidly for 

around 5-6hrs and also for jute fiber. Be that as it may, 

when contrasted and mixed tar (CNSL+synthetic pitch) the 

curing procedure takes around 24hrs to 36hrs. The 

composite material so acquired from mixed tar resembles 

some type of elastic material.  

 

3.3. Composite with Natural Fiber and Hybrid Resin 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Composite with jute, banana fiber and  

blended resin 

 

3.4. CNSL with Formaldehyde 
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CNSL tar arrangement with zinc oxide, urea, phenol and 

without zinc oxide so acquired has taking additionally 

curing time when contrasted with different pitches, it takes 

around 25days to 30days.  

 

 
 

Figure 4. CNSL resin for composite 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Be that as it may, none of the elucidations in all the above 

examinations is upheld by auxiliary or other confirmation. 

Further, execution of these sheets in real utilize or when 

subjected to quickened weathering tests has not been 

resolved in any of these investigations, this would have 

helped in evaluating these composites for long haul 

soundness. Additionally, cost factors have not been 

considered.  

The accompanying conclusions depend on the discoveries 

announced in this paper:  

• After manufacturing the diverse sythesis of 

composite we infer that engineered pitch with common 

fiber is reasonable for some application  

• Attempts ought to be made to limit the sap utilization 

and dampness retention by the common filaments through 

straightforward and monetary procedures, remembering the 

foundation of this fiber industry in rustic and semi-urban 

zones.  

• Suitable cheap pitches ought to be created for better 

execution and better similarity with regular strands. A few 

endeavors toward this path are being made.  

• The banana fiber composite displays a flexible 

appearance with least plastic deformatiom.  

Contemplating and covering every one of these 

perspectives will go far in satisfying the look for new 

materials which have equivalent properties to substitute for 

regular materials in different applications. 
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